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Check out these new product releases...
FlashPoint™ Bingo Display
Want to up your Bingo
game, but can't afford, nor
need the deluxe equipment
typically found in those larger
halls? Video King has a simple
solution for all those smallerscale venues, senior centers,
and fraternal organizations,
which in comparison, costs
virtually nothing at all. The
new Flashpoint™ Bingo Display! Combining gaming ingenuity with our computer knowhow, Video King has developed software, which can display a
75-number Bingo board onto a touch-screen PC.
The computer also has a HDMI and VGA output, which
means the same Bingo board image can be displayed onto one
or more large-screen TVs. It makes no difference whether you
use Bingo cards, a roll cage or random number generator to
"call" the balls. Once a number is called, simply touch the
number displayed on the computer-generated Bingo board.
As soon as the number is touched or "daubed," it will zoom
large - for a programmable number of seconds - onto the
computer, as well as any TV, before returning back to the
full-screen (16:9 widescreen) Bingo board in your hall.
For added pizzazz, an animated Bingo graphic will be
activated, again for a programmable number of seconds, by
pressing the "Bingo Button" once Bingo is called.
The software can be sold separately or as a package, which
would include the software, TV screens, computer and cables.
Contact: Video King
(800) 635-9912
videokingnetwork.com

PlayOn
ACS is set to revolutionize the gaming
space and minimize unnecessary gaps
in play through a seamless and intuitive
solution. PlayOn technology conveniently
allows patrons to access their own money
utilizing their own debit card, without ever
having to leave a table or slot machine. At
the gaming position, a patron will swipe
their debit card at the PlayOn terminal,
request an amount, enter their corresponding PIN, and upon approval a voucher is
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produced and converted to chips at the table or re-inserted at
the slot machine. It’s as simple as that.
For casino/operators, the hardware may be installed in a
matter of minutes; the system adheres to all PCI/DSS standards
and its proprietary system provides for internal controls,
uniform auditing reports, reconciliation and verification.
Also at the core of PlayOn’s unified experience is its strategic
processing partnership with Vantiv Entertainment Solutions
(VES). Processing more than 23 billion transactions annually
with a volume of $842 billion-plus, VES is the payments and
transactional engine behind the product.
ACS’ patented PlayOn technology has been granted GLI
approval and complies with regulations for table games in
California, Connecticut, New Jersey and New Mexico.
Contact: Automated Cashless Systems (ACS)
(775) 336-5830
acsplayon.com

Ultimate Global Solution
The Ultimate Global Solution
automates loyalty enrollment and jackpot win entry by populating the
information from any ID directly
into the CMS. While IDScan.net
has deployed this sort of automated technology in casinos for
over a decade, this solution is
the first to allow casino operators
to populate information from
any country ID.
This is invaluable for the industry for a number of reasons.
Casino personnel no longer have to waste time manually
entering ID information and management can be assured that
the information is 100% accurate. This is particularly important when issuing jackpot wins. In addition, the solution
utilizes IDScan.net’s proprietary parsing engine along with UV
and Infrared Technology powered by 3M hardware to provide
an unparalleled level of ID authentication.
The Ultimate Global Solution is IGT certified and will work
with any Casino Management System. Casino operators can
purchase it out-of-the-box or utilize it with IDScan.net’s
ID scanning SDK for larger scale deployments. ®
Contact: IDScan.net
(888) 430-8936
idscan.net

